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Inappropriate fonts
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So many to choose from…
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My qualifications?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

https://www.flickr.com/photos/purdman1/2875431305
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Earliest examples

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SAThis Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_Gutenberg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Printing_press
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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The inspiration?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

https://www.artobatours.com/old-wine-press-amphora-codorniu-winery-exhibition-hall/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Why call them “Font Foundries”
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Linotype
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Technology’s impact on font ownership 

This Photo by 
Unknown Author is 
licensed under CC 
BY-SA

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under 
CC BY-SA

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phototypesetting
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://visualisingadvocacy.org/resources/tools/scribus
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Floppy_disk
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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What’s in a font?
How IPR protects them

US position on copyright – complex, but focuses on software-as-a-font

Generally not protected by trade marks – unlikely to function as a TM (individually) 

Industry will try to enforce TM rights on particularly distinctive typefaces

Licence terms – contractual remedies
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Famous (not-)fonts
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Famous (not-)fonts
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Famous (not-)fonts
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Name the chocolate product…
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Famous (yes, for once this is a) font
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The origins of copyright litigation
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Notable font copyright claims

Font Bureau v NBCUniversal (online) 2009 $1.5m
P22 v NBCUniversal (Harry Potter merchandise) 2011 $2m
Brand Design v NBCUniversal (use by other group companies) 2012 $3.5m
Nadav v Cher (font copied on album art) 2013 $5m
Berthold v Volvo (font copied in corporate logo) 2017 $1.5m
Tal v Microsoft (Microsoft claimed licence from agencies) 2013 $1.5m
Tal v Masterfont 2009 $4.5m
Production Type v Nike (use beyond licence terms) 2023 $150k/each
Laatze v Zazzle (single person licence, but allowed all users) 2023 TBC
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The nature of a font copyright complaint
Are we seeing:

More font claims?
More 

sophisticated/complex 
complaints?

A limited number of 
small complaints?

An “industry focus”?
Increasing reliance on 

AI to find 
infringements?
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More the same than different?
PTMG lawyers or the font industry?

Each of us have different personal styles

We spend most of our working lives doing this and really care about it

Our work product is often the written word

Communication is at the heart of what we do

We enable better understanding

It’s legitimate to protect our intellectual property rights (and we have a reputation for doing so!)

We are thoughtful about when we litigate and act reasonably
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Important insights
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Monotype’s 4-phase approach
What can we learn?

RESEARCH
What fonts being used, how being used, is there a licence? 

ANALYSIS
Apply facts from phase one to the law – do I have rights and are they 
being infringed (legal input)?

OUTREACH
Who makes approach? What do we say? “Try to educate with 
compassion”.  

RESOLUTION
Licencing is key focus.  Want a long term relationship, not just 
settlement. “Nurture the customer relationship”.  Best for them and 
their designers, to whom they can pay an ongoing royalty.
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Responding to a complaint

Stop ongoing 
infringement

Consider the 
claimant’s 

driving force

Assemble the 
team

Investigate the 
claim



• Damages are often overstated 
(compared to possible court award)

• Often claims based on “single item” 
tariff, ignoring bulk purchasing power of 
large companies

• Complaint included products sold by 
another company

• Fonts included that hadn’t been used 
• Mistaken understanding of how or 

where fonts were being used
• Exaggerated estimates of page 

impressions for websites (i.e. far less 
people viewing them than claimed)
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Assessing the claim
Conduct your own investigation because: 
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Preparing for settlement

Has it been 
possible to 

stop ongoing 
infringements?

Is speed or 
thoroughness 

better?

Do you want a 
future 

relationship?

How quickly 
can you pay?  

Control the 
terms of 

settlement

Confidentiality 
– often a pre-

requisite.
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They’re in this for the long haul...
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Avoiding infringement claims

Awareness Adequate 
licensing Open source

Bespoke Ts&Cs Communication 
and training
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Unforseen dangers



• Fonts matter
• Complaints by font foundries are 

common
• Actual litigation remains rare
• Time spent on understanding, 

negotiating and communicating licence 
terms is critical

• Remind the business that alternatives 
exist

• Stop the infringing act as soon as 
possible 

• Invest in carrying out your own 
investigation (balancing effort & cost)

• Understand the foundry’s motivation
• Expect settlement, be fair, but be firm 

where necessary
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Take-away message
Things to think about…



Any questions?


